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Project 2 Clarification

Provide at least minimal analysis and visualization capabilities of 
the given data set
Think about what visual mapping/view transformation you might 
employ (base  line, map  view; others, scatter plots, PCP, etc…)
To challenge yourself: interactivity? (at least given examples of what  
interaction you might design)



View Transformat ion
User  Interact ion

Decision Tree
HD



Visualization pipeline for HD data
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Dimension Reduction 
Linear Projection [23], [25], 

Nonlinear DR [26], [30],
Control Points Projection [34], [37]

Distance Metric [38, 39],
 Precision Measures [42], [44]
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Axis-Based
Scatterplot Matrix [70],
Parallel Coordinate [77],
Radial Layout [89], [90],

Hybrid Construction
[93], [94], [95], [96]

Illustrative Rendering
Illustrative PCP [128], 

Illuminated 3D Scatterplot [129],
PCP Transfer Function [130],

Magic Lens [132, 133]

Subspace Clustering
Dimension Space Exploration 

[47], [48], [49],
Subset of Dimension [51], [53],

Non-Axis-Parallel Subspace
[56], [57], [58]

Topological Data Analysis
Morse-Smale Complex

[166], [168], [169], [170],
Reeb Graph [174], [175], [181] 

Contour Tree [179, 180],
Topological Features [191], [192]

Regression Analysis
Optimization & 
Design Steering
[61], [62], [63],

Structural Summaries
[67], [68]

Glyphs
Per-Element Glyphs

[99], [100],
[101], [102],

Multi-Object Glyphs 
[103], [104], [105]

Pixel-Oriented
Jigsaw Map [109],

Pixel Bar Charts [108],
Circle Segment [107]

Value & Relation
Dispaly [110]

Hierarchy-Based
Dimension 

Hierarchy [113], 
Topology-Based 

Hierarchy [197], [198],
Others [115], [117]

Animation
GGob i[119],
TripAdvisorND

[52], 
Rolling the 
Dice [120]

Evaluation
Scatterplot Guideline

[122], [123]
Parallel Coordinates
Effectiveness [124],

Animation [127]

Continuous Visual Representation
Continuous Scatterplot [134], [135] 

Continuous Parallel Coordinates [136],
Splatterplots [138],

Splatting in Parallel Coordinates [136]

Accurate Color Blending
Hue-Preserving 
Blending [140],

Weaving vs. Blending
[141]

Image Space Metrics
Clutter Reduction

[142], [143],
Pargnostics [144],

Pixnostic [145]

[LiuMaljovecWang2017]



View Transformation
The rendering process that generates images in the screen space…
dictate what we ultimately see on the screen…



View Transformation

Illustrative rendering: achieving a specific visual style by applying 
custom rendering algorithms
Continuous visual representation: limitations for discrete 
representations — visual clutter and computational cost
Accurate color blending



Illustrative Rendering



Illustrative PCP

McDonnellMueller2008

achieving a specific visual style by applying custom rendering algorithms



Illustrative 
PCP

McDonnellMueller2008
Enhancing visual patterns in PCP, e.g. line density, etc.



Illustrative Scatterplots
Classify points based on the Eigen analysis of the covariance matrix
Give the user the opportunity to see effects such as planarity and 
linearity when visualizing dense scatterplots

SanftmannWeiskopf2009



Focal area highlighting: TableLens
Visualizing large tables and reduce clutter in the views

RaoCard1994



Focal area highlighting: MoleView
MoleView: visualizing scatterplots and graphs 
Using semantic lens to focus on area of interest
Keeping the in-focused data unchanged while simplifying or 
deforming the rest of the data to maintain context HurterTeleaErsoy2011



Focal area highlighting
MoleView: visualizing scatterplots and graphs 
Using semantic lens to focus on area of interest
Keeping the in-focused data unchanged while simplifying or 
deforming the rest of the data to maintain context

HurterTeleaErsoy2011E.g.find flights with a certain altitude over a given spatial region



Continuous visual 
representation



Continuous scatterplot

Takes into account the varying size and shape of grid cells by computing gradients within cells.

BachthalerWeiskopf2008



Continuous 
scatterplot

• Automatically groups dense regions into an 
abstract contour

• Renders the rest of the area using selected 
representatives, thus preserving the visual 
cue for outliers.

MayorgaGleicher2013



Accurate Color Blending



Hue-preserving 
color-blending

KuhneGiesenZhang2012



Weaving vs. Blending

Color weaving allows users to better infer the value of individual 
components; however, as the number of components increases, the 
advantage of color weaving diminishes. Hagh-ShenasKimInterrante2007

http://slideplayer.com/slide/3850767/13/images/95/Color+In+Information+Display,+Vis05.jpg



Image Space Metrics



Screen Space Quality Metrics

Measure for clutter reduction
Based on distance transformation

JohanssonCopper2008



Screen Space Quality Metrics

JohanssonCopper2008



Screen Space Quality Metrics
JohanssonCopper2008



Pixnostic

Rank interestingness for pixel based visualization such as pixel bar charts
SchneidewindSipsKeim2006



User Interactions



Visualization 
pipeline for 

high-dim data

[LiuMaljovecWang2017]

Interactions are integrated into each processing stage



Computation-centric approaches
Interactive exploration
Model manipulation



Computation-Centric approaches
Require only limited user input: e.g., setting initial 
parameters
Center around algorithms designed for well-defined 
computational problems:

DR, subspace clustering, regression, quality metric
Concentrated in data transformation



Interactive Exploration
Navigate, query, and filter the existing model 
interactively for more effective visual communication.
Mostly in visual mapping stage: interactively modify 
visual structure
User do not alter the underlying computation model in 
the interactive exploration.
“Visual data mining” 



Interactive Exploration: MDSteer
Progressive layout of points
Hierarchical binning 
Steering allows computational power to be focused where it is 
needed to support exploration in parallel with continuing the layout 
process.
The algorithm alternates layout with binning computation:

At each layout step, we add √n/k new points to the computation, 
find an initial position for each of these new points, and run MDS 
iterations. 
Every k layout steps, we re-bin all of the points.

Bins serve as a mechanism for the user to select a subset of the 
data as the target of the available computational resources

WilliamsMunzner2004



Interactive Exploration: MDSteer
Progressive layout of points
Hierarchical binning 
Steering allows computational power to be focused where it is 
needed to support exploration in parallel with continuing the layout 
process.

WilliamsMunzner2004



Model Manipulation

Integrate user manipulation as part of the algorithm and 
update the underlying model to reflect the user input to 
obtain new insights.
For example, control point based projection methods 
using user manipulation



Decision Tree and Vis



An simple example from industry

BigML: https://bigml.com/about

https://bigml.com/about


Visualizing Decision Trees
Typical, tree Visualization. 
Drawback: too wide to fit the display area. 
Collapsing, picking specific branches to drill down.
Other visual design: e.g. SunBurst technique (for hierarchical structure, 
similar to nested pie charts) https://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/ii/sunburst/

https://blog.bigml.com/2013/04/19/a-new-way-to-visualize-decision-trees/



Decision Tree 
in a nutshell



http://www.r2d3.us/visual-intro-to-machine-learning-part-1/
By Tony Chu at noodle.io

http://noodle.ai


Scikit-learn’s decision tree vis

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/tree.html



Decision tree on a high-level
The notion of a contingency table: like 1D, 2D and 3D histograms 

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/dtree.html
2D contingency table



3D contingency table

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/dtree.html

Goal: avoid manually looking at contingency tables
For example, 100 variables, 161700 tables…
Instead, using information theory to decide whether a pattern is 
interesting, such as entropy or information gain



Is a pattern interesting?

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/dtree.html

Finding the attribute with the highest information gain



Information Gain

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/infogain11.pdf



Entropy

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/infogain11.pdf



Conditional entropy

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/infogain11.pdf



Information Gain

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/infogain11.pdf



Learning a decision tree

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/dtree.html



Decision tree on a high-level

Tree structure
Using the notion of entropy or information gain to choose which 
dimension to split
Recurse

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/dtree.html



Learn more on decision tree

Youtube, e.g. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKD5gxPPeY0
Decision tree tutorials

By Avinash Kak: https://engineering.purdue.edu/kak/Tutorials/
DecisionTreeClassifiers.pdf
By Andrew Moore:

 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/dtree.html
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/infogain11.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKD5gxPPeY0
https://engineering.purdue.edu/kak/Tutorials/DecisionTreeClassifiers.pdf
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/dtree.html
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./awm/tutorials/infogain11.pdf


Personal Vis Project…



Getting ready for Project 4

Project 4 is due April 5th…I know it seems like a long time away
However, project 4 has a flavor of personal visualization
Start thinking about the following question:

What personal data of your own (or someone you know) would 
you like to visualize?
How do you get hold of the data?
Why is this important to you?



Example of personal vis

Visualize Gmail data
http://luk3thomas.com/labs/gmail-archive-for-2013-20140224.html



Thanks!
You can find me at: beiwang@sci.utah.edu

Any questions?

mailto:beiwang@sci.utah.edu?subject=
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Special thanks to all people who made and share 
these awesome resources for free:

https://dribbble.com/shots/1925069-Lynny-Icon-Set-Free
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https://www.pexels.com/


Presentation Design
This presentation uses the following typographies and colors:

Colors  used

Free Fonts used:
http://www.1001fonts.com/oswald-font.html

https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/open-sans

https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/open-sans

